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Open Testbeds and Reference Architectures!

● Level of R&D maturity reaches a tipping point!

● Need for extensive testing and validation!

● Decrease design/development time!

● Share and build on each others’ results!

!
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Figure 1: Growth in ROS packages and repositories over time. A package is a basic unit of code, usually a library
or tool. A repository is a location where packages are made freely available to the community. Often a company or
research lab will maintain one repository, using it distribute their code.

As it has from almost the beginning, ROS continues to experience exponential growth, whether measured
in users, available software packages, or the number of supported robots2 (Figure 1). Evidence suggests that
ROS is now an established de facto standard in the academic community, with robotics labs around the
world relying on ROS to do their work.

Government has also taken notice. DARPA wrote ROS compatibility as a requirement into two BAAs,
with the goal of engendering greater collaboration among their contractors and the hope of greater reuse and
impact after the programs end. The National Robotics Initiative (NRI), while not identifying ROS by name,
aims to establish, “open system robotics architectures and common hardware and software platforms.” The
imminent DARPA Robotics Challenge will make heavy use of (and fund the continued development of) the
open source Gazebo robot simulator, which is a key part of the ROS software ecosystem.3 And recently
the NASA / General Motors team developing Robonaut 2 announced that they have chosen ROS as their
platform for building applications4 and have released a ROS-based simulation of the robot.5

The most exciting and influential development is the growing adoption of ROS in industry. Robotics
companies are increasingly choosing to run ROS instead of spending resources to maintain their own pro-
prietary systems. Some companies are starting to ship products with ROS inside. Industry interest in ROS
was prominent at the inaugural ROS Developers’ Conference (ROSCon) held in May 2012 in St. Paul,
Minnesota.6 ROSCon 2012 was sponsored by well-known robotics companies from the around the world:
Bosch, Yaskawa Motoman Robotics, Clearpath Robotics, Heartland Robotics, Willow Garage, CoroWare,
Schunk, and Yujin Robot. Of the 210 attendees, more than half were not from universities. Non-academic
organizations small and large were represented at ROSCon, including four major automobile manufacturers,
five government labs, and a great many government contractors.

2For more data on the size and activity of the ROS community, see: http://www.ros.org/wiki/Metrics.
3Solicitation Number DARPA-SN-12-34
4http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLVwyCfXMwI
5http://ros.org/wiki/nasa_r2_simulator
6http://roscon.ros.org

The information contained in this proposal may be used only for internal review by the intended client.
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www.ros.org!

● Middleware!

● Standards for nodes and messages!

● Formal descriptions of robots!

● Abstractions for hardware!

● Software libraries!
- rqt, rviz, pcl!



Robot in Lab Environment 
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Software Architecture!

[Kraft 2003; Mellinger, Michael, and Kumar 2010; 
Mellinger and Kumar 2011]!

Rigid body 
dynamics 

Motor 
controller Attitude 

controller 

Position 
controller 

Trajectory 
Planner 

Rdes 

σdes 

R, Ω!
r, ṙ
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M 

Basin of 
attraction 
almost all of 
SO(3) !

~0.001 s!

~0.01 s!

~0. 1 s!
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55 cm diameter 
8 cm height 
Carbon fiber, Mg frame 
500 gm (3 LiPo cells) 
140 gm claws + camera 

 
Planning/estimation run on 
MATLAB on a  Macbook Pro 

Open Testbed (2010)!

Lowering the barrier to 
entry!

[Mellinger, Michael, and Kumar 2010] 
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•  1.8 GHz Core i3 processor, 8 GB 
RAM !

•  u- blox LEA-6T GPS module!
•  Hokuyo UTM-30LX LiDAR !
•  2 mvBlueFOX-MLC200w grayscale 

HDR cameras !
•  (fisheye lenses, 752 × 480, 25 Hz)!
•  IMU 100 Hz!

[Shen, Mulgaonkar, Michael, and Kumar 2013]!

Indoor/Outdoor Environment!
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Reducing the Payload!CPU: Intel Atom Processor, 1.6 GHz, 1 GB Ram!
Sensing: 2 grayscale Matrix Vision cameras, !
! !376x240 + IMU!

!
!
Weight: 740gram!

Power: ~120 W!

2012 

[Shen, Mulgaonkar, Michael, and Kumar 2013]!
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ROS Simulator!
Test controllers, estimators, planners !

●  Dynamics (rigid body, aerodynamics, motor dynamics)!

●  Sensors (gyros, accelerometers), laser scanner, cameras!
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ROS Simulator!
Test controllers, estimators, planners !

●  Dynamics (rigid body, aerodynamics, motor dynamics)!

●  Sensors (gyros, accelerometers), laser scanner, cameras!
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Map 
Refine (20 Hz) 

Pose Graph 
SLAM 

position 

Multi-Sensor 
Unscented 

Kalman 
Filter (100 Hz) 

velocity 

Estimation and Control Architecture!

Trajectory 
Generator (20 Hz) 

Controller 
(100 Hz) 

Planner 
(20 Hz) 

User 
Interface 

Velocity 
estimator 

Visual 
odometry 

Laser 
odometry 

Altitude 
estimator 

Downward 
Camera (30Hz) 

Stereo 
Camera (25 Hz) 

IMU 
(100 Hz) 

Pressure 
Altimeter (20 Hz) 

Laser Scanner 
(20 Hz) 

GPS (10Hz) 
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State of the Art! Limitations!
Software abstractions! Formal semantics!

Perception-action loops! Real-time guarantees!

Tools! Ease of use!

Graph representation  
of architecture!

Nested, hierarchical 
representations!

Support for co-design!

CPS for Autonomous Systems!
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Reference Architectures for 
Swarms of Robots!

aerialrobots.org!

!
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Swarms of Aerial Robots!1 Act independently 

2 Require only local information 

3 Anonymous behavior 
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Leader-Follower Networks!

PBS NOVA: Making Stuff Wilder (Hosted by David Pogue)!
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Anonymity (unlabeled robots)!

PBS NOVA: Making Stuff Wilder (Hosted by David Pogue)!
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Control of Formation Shape and Group Motion!

(Turpin, Michael, and Kumar, 2013)!
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Applications!
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GPS Antenna with Shielding!

ODROID-U quad 
core processor!

Ubiquity Bullet-M 
Router!

3-axis accel, 
dual 3-axis 
gyros, 3-axis 
mag, 
barometer!

Two Amplified Zigbee Transceivers!
Downward-facing Camera!
Amplified WiFi Radio!

Outdoor Swarms!

Trajectory 
Generator 

Position 
Controller 

Attitude 
Controller 

Onboard 
filter UKF 

Actuators 

Rigid body 
dynamics 

Sensors 

Low Level Processors 

Thrust 
Rdes 

Pos 
Vel 
Acc 
Yaw 

Motor 
Speeds 

IMU 
Mag 
Baro 
GPS 

    Pos  Vel  R R  Ω 

Odroid-U2 
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Outdoor Swarms!

[Mohta et al, 2014]!
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Sendai, Japan, July 21, 2011!
N. Michael, S. Shen, K. Mohta, Y. Mulgaonkar, V. Kumar, K. Nagatani, Y. Okada, S. 
Kiribayashi, K. Otake, K. Yoshida, K. Ohno, E. Takeuchi, and S. Tadokoro, “Collaborative 
mapping of an earthquake-damaged building via ground and aerial robots,” J. Field 
Robotics, vol. 29, no. 5, pp. 832–841, 2012.!



26!7th, 8th, and 9th floors!
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Collaborative Mapping and Exploration!
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Laser Scanner 
(20 Hz) 

IMU 
(100 Hz) 

Laser 
odometry UKF(100 Hz) 

Global 
Map 

state and observations 

Goal 
Assignment 

Frontier 
Detection 

Trajectory 
Generator 

Controller 
(100 Hz) 

path in local map 

Quadrotor 

Omnimapper 

Pose Graph Generator 

CSM Loop-closure 
Detector 

iSAM2.0 

Map 
Reconstruction 

Command Exploration 

Collaborative Mapping and Exploration!
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Collaboration with 
H. Christensen 
(GT), J. Rogers 
(ARL)!
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Information Based Control #
Localizing Wireless Sensors in Buildings!

[Charrow, Michael, and Kumar, 2014]!
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Advantages! Limitations!
Software abstractions! Formal semantics!

Perception-action loops! Real-time guarantees!

Tools! Ease of use!

Graph representation  
of architecture!

Nested, hierarchical 
representations!

Distributed! Communication, no 
global clock!

CPS for Swarms!


